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Abstract:
In the HL-LHC scenario, the CMS experiment will need to operate at up to 200 interactions per 25 ns beam crossing time and with up to 4000 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. To
achieve the physics goals the experiment needs to improve the tracking resolution and the ability to selectively trigger on specific physics events.
The CMS Tracker upgrade requires designing a new detector to cope with HL-LHC scenario. The new Outer Tracker (OT) is based on two silicon modules (strip-strip and
pixel-strip). Each module type has a few types of high-density interconnect hybrid circuits which house the front-end and auxiliary electronics. Two sides of the sensors are
wire-bonded to the front-end hybrids. For both module types, folded flexible circuits are used to enable wire-bonded connection from the sensor assemblies with various
spacing. The poster introduces the technological choices for modules and hybrids and presents the quality inspection aspects of the first hybrid prototypes.

Motivation and requirements

Tracker input to the Level 1 trigger

Outer Tracker module designs

Front-End Hybrids topologies

* The Phase-2 Upgrade of the CMS Tracker – Technical Design Report,
CERN-LHCC- 2017-009, CMS-TDR-014.

Hybrid visual quality control, mechanical measurement and thermal cycling tests

Bond pads evaluation

•

Thanks to the visual inspection, electrical control and characterization made on the hybrid
prototypes valuable inputs were provided to the contractors to finalize the design of the
hybrids assessing aspects related to mechanical assembly and interconnection properties.

•

The Hybrid project is overall on track and entering in the pre-production phase of the CMS
Outer Tracker Upgrade project.

